
STEP 2  

ART ACTIVITY

MIX AND MATCH 
ALPHABET TEMPLATE

INK  DETAILS

LEVEL
EASY

TIME
20 - 40 minutes

MATERIALS
CreoPop Pen and Ink

INK AMOUNT
1 - 4 cartridges

NOZZLE
Regular and Wide

You can make your words with any 
ink. Choose from the many colors of 
REGULAR Ink. 

Try GLITTER Ink for a little sparkle, or
MAGNETIC Ink to make your word 
stick!

Use any color you like or choose more
than one for a multi color design!

Decide what you want to write. It can be your name, a place, a saying... anything at 
all! Decide if you want to use any of the symbols in your word such as the heart, star, 
or plus sign. You can mix and match letters to say anything you want! 

Start �lling in each letter you need x1 following the PEN MODE KEY to know what 
mode to use. Go over your letters more than once to make it thicker and stronger, 
building up the ink. Remember you can change your ink color at any time for a 
multi color design.

Once all your letters and symbols are done it is time to start connection them. 
Line them up in front of you to check your word and the order of each letter. Use 
LIGHT-ONLY MODE on the back of each letter to make sure they are completely 
dry.

Now it is time to assemble your word. Use FILLING MODE to draw ink along the 
points where your letters will touch.  For each join use LIGHT-ONLY MODE to cure 
the ink. Repeat until your word / phrase is easy to read!
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CREOPOP ART: ALPHABET TEMPLATE

STEP 5  
OPTIONAL:  If you want you can use FILLING MODE followed by LIGHT-ONLY 
MODE to �ll in the space between and around your letters. You can make your 
word stand by attaching it to a base shape.



CREOPOP ART: ALPHABET TEMPLATE

Mix and match your own word!  To get started choose your letters and symbols you need to write your word then 
decorate them anyway you want!

USE FILLING MODE FOLLOWED BY LIGHT-ONLY MODE TO CURE

USE DRAWING MODE 2 OR 3  TO FOLLOW LINE

JOIN PIECES TOGETHER ALONG THESE DOTS 2

CHANGE COLORS TO MAKE
A MULTI-COLOR DESIGN OR 
ADD YOUR OWN PATTERNS.

TIP
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